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Face pale!

If Leviathan is dead, it will be a bad news for them!

“It’s still impossible! At most, you can’t sense it! Because Daxia introduced Leviathan into a mysterious
area, which is a place isolated from the world.

Can block any signal! Even the most advanced technology can’t be used!

As for you, it must be because of being blocked, you can’t calmly sense it! “

“One more point-this mysterious area is likely to be related to Forbidden Land No. 76, but the group of
guys in Forbidden Land No. 76 can’t kill Leviathan at all!

When you designed Leviathan, you specifically targeted Forbidden Area 76… Although their
supernatural powers or artifacts can hurt, they can’t hurt the core of Leviathan!

Do not worry! The Leviathan Legion is so powerful! Within seven days, I will definitely get it back! “

What Mr. X said is reasonable and well-founded.
Everyone feels reasonable.

The Dark Doctor didn’t speak anymore.

Instead, he asked: “Did those guys in Forbidden Area No. 76 unite with Da Xia?”

“Yes! So far, they will try their best to help Daxia!”

Lucifer nodded.

“Well, I will attack Daxia in seven days! I will take care of the No. 76 Forbidden Land personally!”

Doctor Darkness was cold.

“In addition, the main divine division will take appropriate action when you encounter obstacles!”

“clear!”

Everyone nodded.

The Dark Doctor looked at Mr. X again: “What do you think about the Eagle Nation?”

“Warhawk Nation is actually very powerful, but we all know each other too well! We all want to be the
overlord! I think it is unlikely that they will surrender!”

“Now our strategy is to level the world! Cooperation with the war eagle country is of little significance! It
is inevitable that we will go to war with the war eagle country!”

Mr. X said several people.

“In that case! Don’t let War Eagle Nation and Daxia cooperate! Cut off the communication between
each other!”

Doctor Dark left a word.

He left here and went to his own laboratory.

In this future country, everyone’s area has long been divided.

But this word came out.

Mr. X slapped his forehead sharply.

“Yes! I almost ignored this! Enemies can also become allies!”

“Come on…”

…

The announcement made by the Kingdom of God caused an uproar all over the world.

The message of surrender in seven days was like a fishbone, stuck in everyone’s throat.

But when the message was announced.

Immediately there are the richest man in the Western Continent, the oil tycoon, the machinery tycoon,
and the major consortiums in the Northern Continent, Mr. Trillion, etc…

A large group of rich or upper-class people have chosen to join the “kingdom of God.”

Selflessly dedicate all of his resources and money to the kingdom of God.

What these rich people yearn for is this kind of future technology city, plus the seven-day limit, why
don’t they join?

For the first batch added.

“The Kingdom of God” provides them with generous treatment!

And promised to build future science and technology cities for them after they conquered the world in
the future, let them call the shots!

After the first group of people received preferential treatment, it greatly stimulated many people.

One by one began to join the kingdom of God.

The effect was better than what the Gods Lab had imagined.

Sure enough, after someone started, everyone went crazy, for fear that there would be no chance.

More and more people surrendered…

They have all received unprecedented benefits!

Next, are the major consortia and major forces.

Join crazy one by one.

It made everyone more and more panic…

Everything seems to be in chaos.

…

Finally, a country announced to join!

Basically, they are the hostile forces of Daxia.

The first one to announce to join is the Giant Elephant Kingdom!

This is what caused the biggest volatility…

Before individuals, consortia or forces, everyone was not so scared.

But when the giant elephant nation chose to join, this nature changed.

Great stimulus to all countries.

The Kingdom of God also gives preferential treatment to the Kingdom of Giant Elephants and is directly
called the first country under the Kingdom of God!

Given the name of the giant elephant kingdom!

The favorable conditions obtained are simply unimaginable.

The Giant Elephant Nation has even more weapons that have never been seen before.

Many people are greedy to death.

Immediately afterwards, the second country announced its accession.

War Leopard!

